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weather
"Don't look back. Something

Sunny today with a high in the
80'J. Partly cloudy tonight and
Thursday, wish a chance of showers Thursday afternoon.

r

may be gaining on you."
Leroy 'Satchel' Paige
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Wright State University Davton, Ohio

Academic Council alters
student athletic eligibility
By LORA LEWIS
Gnardlan Associate Writer

The Academic Council dealt with athletic eligibility and
Incomplete marks at Monday's meeting.
Guardian phots by Ken Bodzck

Mysterious incidents
highlight past weeks
By CHERYL WILLIS
Guardian Staff W.-iter
A series of bizarre incidents,
chiefly thefts but also one traffic
violation-related problem, has
been plaguing the WHght State
campus lately.
The first occurrence was the
traffic violation difficulty. An
irate car owner, whose car had
been impounded because of "outstanding citatio.is." climbed the
fence around the impound lot,
started his vehicle and drove
through the closed gate. The
owner has not been seen since.
ANOTHER INCIDENT involved the April 27 theft of audiovisual equipment from an unlocked classroom in Millett Hall.
The equipment, valued at $2,000,
was a 25" RCA monitor, a Sony
cassette player, a cart and a

videotape called Methods of Rehabilitation. All of this equipment
was later found in the same classroom , but! someone had locked
(Vie door.
Yw-> other thefts have recently
been reported, each theft hiving
taken place under somewhat unusual circumstances.
One theft was of a $660 calculator from a locked office. Although the calculator was apparently removed during the last
part of April, Officer D. Burdick
commented, the office's employees didn't realize it was gone
until recently.

The Academic Council met
Monday and voted to alter student atlilctic eligibility requirements, put deadlines on the
changing of T grades and set
guidelines for the acceptance of
credit
from
non-accredited
schools.
The council first acted upon a
recommendation to change the
eligibility rules for student athletes. The change would allow
any student who attains or erceeds the grade point avenge
requirement at any time o-. the
year to compete for the entire
school year. Another section allows students who fail to meet
this requirement to participate in
athletics if they achieved a 2.00
GPA during the prcceeding quarter.
WILLIS STOESZ, an associate
professor of religion atiil Medicine in Society, objected to the
•har.ge and asked that i* not be
accepted by the Council, ile
noted that he had had problems in
the past with student athletes not
attending classes and reared that
the change would promote such
absences.
The eligibility change passed
with a vote of 14-10, pending an
examination of the Athletic Council's charter Jo determine if a
simple majority is acceptable.
The council then discussed a
proposal limiting the i'lsc allowed
to alter 1 ' or incomplete marks.
Roger Glascr, associate professor
of physiology, suggested that
students were abusing the T
option by using it as an illegal
way to withdraw from a class. He
noted thai seniors had graduated
with unchanged '1' grades. Glaser
recommended allowing only one
quarter to make up these grades.
This would not be retroactive and
instructors would be able to issue
another 'I' if they felt the situation warranted it.

Yesterday's Daily Guardian incorrectly reported the election
totals. The results should have
shown Terry Burns ahead with
270 votes to James Harlan's 152
votes.

THE P.E. BUILDING locker
room was the site of another
theft, this time of cash. A thief
took $57 from a man's wallet
which had been secured in his
locker.
Meanwhile, other, more conventional incidents have continued at WSU.
A dor.n student's eight-track
FM converter was stolen from his
locked car parked in the University Center parking lot. A broken
vent latch showed how the thief
had been able to steal the $60
converter.
,

A typographical error appeared
in yesterday's Daily Guardian on
page S. The Ohio Academy of
Sciences "has been around since
1891." not 1981, as was printed.

ANOTHER EIGHT-TRACK tap.
THE COUNCIL discussed the
player was stolen from a vehicle
in the Dorm B-lot. This car a.'so feasibility of adding an asterisk
and
an explanation of the policy
showed signs of forced entr>.
on grade cards bearing an T
This player was valued at $50.

Corrections

grade. They unanimously approv- Natural Science, containing bioloed of the recommendation and gy, physics and Earth Sciences: 4)
will implement it beginning with Social and Behavioral Sciences
the Fall Quarter.
with psychology and economics;
The council also decided that and 5) Communications and
students will now have one quar- mathematic skills, which include
ter to appeal a grade which he math and languages.
feels is not a true reflection of his
SEVERAL OBJECTIONS were
work. They discussed the possibility of organizing guidelines for raised to the placement of courses
like history with Humanities insuch appeals.
The next item covered concern- stead of Social Sciences. Urban
ed the acceptance of credits of Studies and Environmental Studstudents transferring from non- ies have yet to be placed in the
accredited colleges. Some con- listings. Herb Neve, chairer of the
cern was expressed that by group, explained that the report
accepting them WSU would be was not yet complete at the time
crediting non-creditable courses. of the meeting.
Elections were held for the new
Challenge tests were suggested
as a way of testing incoming Steering Committee, including a
student's ability within the field student representative. Elected
of the questioned credits or were Thomas Wetmore for Libhaving them review the t u t s eral Arts, James Daiiey for Business and Administration, Robert
used at WSU.
THE ISSUE we* sent back to Earl for Education and Terry
the Curriculum Committee for Burns as Student Representative.
rlarificrtion of the wording.
Other new business included a
The Council then heard a report discussion about the possibility of
from the Ad Hoc General Educa- changing the grade system to a
tion Committee which was ap- four-point numerical system with
pointed ?o examine the purpose of eight possible grades, using numthe general education require- bers instead of letters. This
ments. The Coirniitce composed possibility was brought for the
a philosophy for the program, members to consider between
divided the courses into five meetings. It was noted that the
areas, and attempted to set the new system could be difficult for
goals and objectives of each one. future employers and others to
The five areas were: I) Human- understand.
ities, including history, literature, THE NEW members of the
philosophy; 2) Fine Arts with art, board were seated and the meetmusic and theatre arts; 3) > was adjourned.

Election complaints filed
Election results are being kepi
unofficial until the Election Commission can respond to two complaints filed with them, according
to Joanne Risachcr, director of
Student Development.
One complaint was filed by the
Ombudsman's Office dealing
with the suspension of the Election Commission's adopted rules.
The Election Commission allowed
ballots to be placed in Medical
School mailboxes, contrary to
stated procedure.
THE OTHER complaint was

filed by Cheryl Cnnatscr. a stu
dent who ran for Media Commit
tee. It dealt with the alleged
removal of Conatser's posters
from campus locations.
However, even without tho
medical students' ballots tallied
with the rest of the campus, the
referendums failed, and the inclusion of those ballots would only
increase the margin of defeat.
Also, Cheryl Conatser was
elected to the Media Committee,
regardless of the effect of interference with her campaign.
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Experienced executives tend to sufferburnout
WASHINGTON UPI • One of
the hazards executives and professionals face after years of hard
work to reach the top is the
burnout syndrome.
Suddenly, after years of training and experience, a person
seems unable to perform his job
as well as in the past. His
initiative dampens, he loses interest in his work and he is less
able to work efficiently, especially
in times of stress.
"Wo believe this syndrome
occurs frequently in medical personnel. corporate executives, lawyers, researchers and individuals
later diagnosed as alcohol or drug
abusers." said Dr. Richard C. W.
Hall, associate professor of psychiatry at the University of Texas
Medical School m Houston.
HAIL AND FOUR co-workers
said in a report in the medical
journal Psychiatric Opinion that
typical symptoms of burnout includ- feelings of exhaustion and a

sensation of being physically run
down, frequent headaches and
digestive
system
problems,
weight loss, sleeplessness, depression and a shortness of
breath.
The report said people suffering from burnout syndrome may
have changing moods, have feelings of helplessness, become
increasingly irritable, have a diminished frustration tolerance,
exhibit a suspiciousness which at
times may border on paranoia and
display increased levels of risk
taking.
In addition. Hall and colleagues
said their experience indicates
that increased rigidity occurs.
"THE INDIVIDUAL becomes
closed in his thinking and inflexible in his attitude." the report
said. "A negativistic attitude is
frequently associated with the
syndrome, with individuals becoming cynical about their work

Government will prepare
for Skylab hazards
COLUMBUS UPI Gov. James
A. Rhodes said yesterday he has
received a request from the
federal government for cooperation in preparations for potential
hazards when the six-year-old
Skylab satellite reenters the
earth's atmosphere late next
month.
The request came from the
Federal Preparedness Age«cy of
the General Services Administration, whic>i is responsible for
coordinating f e c i a l and state
government planning for the
event.
Rhodes said he is passing the
information along to the stateDisaster Services Agency and
other state agencies, and directing them to cooperate.
FEDERAL OFFICIALS said
there is little danger of any piece
of tlie flying science laboratory

falling on the United States, but
contingency plans must be made.
Skylab originally was supposed
to remain aloft until 1983, but its
orbit has deteriorated to the point
w here scientists cannot fully control re-entry, which is expected to
come between June 13 and July 1.
Upon re-entering the atmosphere. the satellite, about 35
meters long .-.i/d 6,& meters is
diameter, is expected to breah
into hundreds o7 pieces, most of
which wiil bum up.
SOME FRAGMENTS may
reach the earth, but chances arc
three to one they will land in the
ocean, according to scientists.
"The probability of injury or
damage is less than that from
meteorites." said a statement
from the federal government sent
to Rhodes.

Earthquake hits California
SAN JOSE. Calif. UPI
The
second earthquake in 11 days
umbled through the south San
-rancisco Bay area late Monday
rveiling, inflicting minor damage
in the San Jose area.
The University of California
Seismographic Center -,aid the
quake measured a 4.8 to S on the
Mchter sc'/fc while the U.S. Geoogical Survey placed it at 4.9.
University scientists placed the
epicenter of the quake, which occurred at 10:11 p.m. PDf, bewecn San Jose and Hollister.
-fi-never. it was felt over a wide

area - in Marin County. East Bay
points, San Francisco, the Penin
sula, and the Salinas Valley.
THE SANTA CLARA County
Sheriff's Department reported a
wall cracking on a home in cast
San Jose and a window shattering
in Gilroy. Area residents reported
rattling dishes, fallen pictures
and a television tipping off a table
in Morgan Hill,
A bay area quake on April 27
hit 4.2 on the Richter, but
residents living on the San Andreas Fault felt that quake much
more sharply.

or role in an organization.
"As the syndrome progresses,
characteristically, they question
not only their own ability to
perform but the abilities of their
co-workers, and of the organization as a whole, to accomplish
stated tasks. These individuals
spend increasing amounts of time
to complete a fixed amount of
work, but the quality of the time
spent and productivity decline
dramatically.
"Individuals at this stage of
burnout, when off the job, are
unable to relax. Among the
things they report aie abandonment or constriction of recreational activities and social contacts,
feelings of isolation and marital

discord."
THE REPORT said most burnout victims receive psychiatric
help only after long periods of
poor family relationships or at the
time of physical illness, impending divorce or drug or alcohol
abuse.
When these people are finally
seen by medical workers, the
burnout victims frequently express suicidal ideas, feelings of
impotence, an inability to cope
and total personal and professional frustration.
To deal with burnout among
health care professionals. Hall
and his colleagues hold staff

meetings to explain the problem
and note that it is more of an
institutional situation than one
unique to the individuals involved.
WORK PRIORITIES are reorganized, action is taken to
increase personal satisfaction
from the job and the more
frustrating tasks are distributed
more evenly. The report said a
team approach is developed so no
individual is made indispensible.
In addition, action
limit the number of
employees spend at
and time off is made

is taken to
hours that
their work
sacrosanct.

Gas station owners plan shutdown
ST. LOUIS UPI - Representatives of gasoline station owners
from across the nation will ask
their colleagues to close for four
days in late May to protest
government pricing policies.
Jim Campbell, executive director of ?he California Service
Station Association, presented
plans for his state's pumps to be
shut down May 17-20.
A statement released after a
hastily arranged, closed-door
meeting Monday said the 40
officials representing station owners coast-to-coast would endorse
the shutdown plan
DEALERS ARE pro:esting Department of Energy regulations
limiting them to the same profit
margin allowed in 1973. although
they have reduced pasoline allocations.

"Since 1974 we have not been since they easily will be able to
able to pass on one cost labor, sell all the gas they have. By
social securing, nothing." Camp- shutting down for those four
bell said. "The oil companies days, Campbell said, the dealers
aren't frozen. They can't push hope to have supplies for the
OPEC around.
Memorial Day weekend.
"Thev can't push the major oil
At least one state's service
companies around. So who do station owners, the Nebraska
they push arour.d - the service Gasoline Retailers Association,
station ownifs. Would you be have said they will not join the
working today for the same salary protest, Campbell has been critiyou earned five years ago? Neith- cized in the past because of
er can the dealers."
surveys which indicate dealers'
THE DEALERS hope to fore- markip has risen from seven
stall the shutdown by meeting cents a gallon to up to 20 cents a
with federal officials prior to May gallon.
17 and have the regulations
IF THE MAY shutdown is not
changed. "The government can effective, Campbell said, other
stop this just like that." Campbell monthly action may be taken. He
said.
said if the public truly understood
Campbell and the other dealers the plight of tfse dealers, they
emphasize they arc not withhold- would not blame the (jeaiers for
ing gasoline from the public. the shutdown.

Israeli planes continue attacking Lebanon
UPI - Israeli war planes struck
Lebanon for the third day yesterday. bombing Palestinian positions south of the Zahrani River
"red line." Lebanon rejected an
Israeli peace proposal as "blackmail" and Egypt vowed to go
ahead with the peace process with
Israel.
Initial reports by Beirut radio
indicated at least one Palestinian
was killed and three wounded in
today's raid. The reports charged
that Israel was using anti-personnel cluster bombs that scatter
many shells over a wide area.
In Cairo. Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat vowed today .to
forge ahead with his drive for a' •
comprehensive peace, in thf Middle East despite the Arab political
and economic boycott of "Cairo.
SADAT TOLD a group of
American businessmen the bo>o.itt of Egypt by the Arab League
"wiil never stop or set the clock
backward."
"Let me tell you this in all

candor: We shall continue to give
the peace process every momentum possible, everyday if need
be." he said.
In the Lebanese capital of Beirut, Lebanon rejected Israeli
Prime Minister Menach'-m Begin'* offer of peacc talks in Jerusalem. Beirut or a neutral place as
"b'ackmail."
THE PALESTINIANS, in turn,
rejected an Israeli offer to cooperate in resettling Lebanon's
Palestinian refugees in Arab nations.
In Fez. Morocco, the IslamicCongress moved today to suspend
Egypt's membership in the 44member organisation to punish
Cairo for signing a peace treaty
with Israel.
The Congress said it would not
allow Egypt to take par*. Egypt
denounced the Congress" aciion
to suspend Cairo's membership
as "foolish and illegal" and said
it was boycotting the meeting.
THE ISRAELI RAID took place

in the Bissariyeh-Tiffahta area,
about 7 miles south of Sid™, the
PLO News Agency Wsfa said in
3eirut. The state-run Beirut Radio also said the nearby coastal
hamlet of Aadousieh was hit.
For the second consecutive
day, the Israeli jets bombarded
guerrilla positions locatea near
Syrian troops.
Trie strike was south of 'he
Zahrani river, generally conside-ed to mark the Western course
of the undefined "red line"
beyond which Israel has said it
would consider the mocemeU of
the Syrian troops a direct threat to
its national security.
THE ISRAELI command in Tel
Aviv described the targets as
"terrorist concentrctions" but
there was ao indication of the size
of the stronghold or how mefly
weapons, if any
re accumulated there. The c i. jnd said all
planes returned safely to base
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THE STROM BREWERY COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN © 197»

"5troh's . . . Stroll s ... Strek's . .

For the real beer lover.
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Caucus support
A WD

fiesv

We'd like to congratulate Terry burns and all the rest of the
members of next year 's Student Caucus and offer our support for
projects they propose that are in the best interest of the student
body.

ovi?

PAT' CAT-

It sjust too had they won t be getting the support of the students
they're trying to represent.
From the unofficial election returns it ap/H-ars that between 400
and 500 people bothered to vote in this Student Caucus election.
That s not too big a figure when you realize that by Spring Quarter,
this school still has it least 11.000 students parading through its
halls.
The reasons for the lack of turnout are many. There were
complaints that voting booths were not as obvious as they should
have been Also, unless you happened to read the candidates'
profiles in an edition of this newspaper, you would have known
nothing about the students running and what positions they took on
different issues or what they hoped to accomplish once in office.
A lack of knowledge of just what was going on eliminates many „/
those who didn 't vote-but even that excuse is weak. And as to the
rest, that oversized clique of people who didn 't consider voting
worth the e ffort o f stooping down and making a few marks with a
pencil, what can we say?
They have all the spunk of day-old noodles and couldn t care less
whether or not there is a buffer state of students who care between
them and the administration.
You know, there are times when it seems that you could talk
yourself blue in the face and still manage to get nowhere just as fast
as if you d done nothing.

Tuition freeze
The Slate House of Representatives, in approving a tentative
budget for the next two years placed a freeze on tuition hikes of any
sort.
They did. however, have a loop-hole for the affected colleges and
universities to slip thrjugh by not placing a free:- on general fees.
And that is just what Wright Stat< University is considering to d:
now. according lo President Robert Kegerreis. who claims that
WW faces a S.100.000 deficit despite the extra funds pumped into
our school hy the budget
fortunately, the legislature mandated that any rise in prices
charged to students • in any form - be reported to the legislature.
let us urge our legislators to take action whenever they are
notified oj any price hike. The pressure that they can bring to bear
just might make WSV do what is obviously not their intent balance
the budget without robbing students.

• editor... gayton vickers
: managing editor...chuck stevens
; associate editor... mike hosier
news editor... bob myers
; wire editor...dave mix
; sports editor. . .jane carroll
business manager... ken keister
• ad manager, lance goldberg
J assistant ad manager... tracy jane
copy personnel., lisa aurand. cruig thomas
layout staff...sue tarkin,
typesetters... c. jack son hamilton. teresa westerheide. rose fergu son
graphic artists... sandie woodard. john kleperis, pat kirwen, hugh
henry
photographer ken budzek
reporters...r.I. metcaf, robert canady, alan rcheidt. lora lewis,
cheryl willis. adrienne mcevoy, kevin thamton. granger butler,
carol how ell, don violin, dan depasquale
secretaries.. .linda evans. robin aeklin

Beware the Rock
By CARL JELENKO III, M.D.
Guardian Guest Columnist
On the campus oi Wright State University.
Greene County, Ohio, a new and frightening
environmental hazard has been discovered. At
the northeast entrance to the campus, there has
been discovered a rock (The Rock) with the
non-linear nominal dimensions 224.7*) * 191.26 *
226.82 cm. The volume of The Rock approximates 9.752 x 10 cm'. Because of its habitus,
with one surface on the ground, the approximate
exposed area of Tl.e Rock is 2.237 x 10tcm1with
its greatest linear, ground-parallel dimension
oriented NNE-SSW. and measuring 3.193 x 101
cm. At a density of 1.239 gm/cm-' The Rock
weighs 12.083 x 10*Kgm and exerts a pressure
of 2.382 x 10*** dynes/cm* on the underlying
ground.
It is a local custom of the student body to paint
the exposed surface of The Rock on a periodic
basis. Various colors of fast-drying, acrylicbased spray paint arc used for this purpose, and
the annualized frequency of painting is once
each 7 .92 x. J-b8 <X -+ISEM) days. Accretion of
paint is 5.08 £ 1.27 x I0"*em in thickness per
painting, with minor variations due to the
incursion of persona! names, fraternity symbols
and other graffiti irregularly on the surface. Due
to weathering, some loss of thickness of paint
occurs in the periods between each new coating,
and the data abow represents net accretion.
ON AN ANNUAL BASIS, then, there ts an
increase in The Rock's surface area of 2.34 -i
1.09 x 10 cm. in its weight (the paint having a
density of 0.916 gm/cm 1 ) of 1.972 +_ 0.049 g m ,
and in its pressure of 6.345 + 1.568 x !0 4
dynes/cm*
Based upon <he observations above, certain
chilling conclusions are obvious. The Rock is

W)3u £X-Clg.)
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situated only 182 meters from the Gymnasium
on the Campus. It is only 3208 meters from the
cities of Fairborn. Ohio (pop. +_ 35.000);
Beavercreek, Ohio, (pop. _t_ 100.000); and
Wright Patterson Air Force Base - home of the
Air Force Logistics Command.
In only 7.778 years, the Gymnasium will be
annihilated by The Rock-and in only 1.37 x 10*
(1.370,000) years. The Rock will consume the
two cities and the Air Force Base! Further, the
pressure exerted by rhe Rock will cause
considerable slope between it and nearby structures that may precipitate tectonic shifts, induce
sliding of magma structures and hasten the
destructive processes.
IT IS CLEAR that The Rock is an environmental hazard that must be dealt with promptly
and vigorously. Several options arc suggested;
1. The appropriate governmental agency
should prohibit the sale and use of acrvlic-based
spray paint:
1. State or Federal officials should cordon off
the campus and prohibit its access to any
student m Oiher person who might paint The
Rock;
3.
The Rock should be transported to
Garganz:>la. Texas, (pop. 7-who'd miss it?), or
4. A squad of dissolvologists should be
emplo_.ee' * ho are charged with the responsibility for cleaning off the present (and any new)
paint with the most effective paint stripper on a
rt.v.ly and continuing basis.
THE FUTURE of this region depends upon
prompt, effective action. It is further suggested
that similar environmental hazxrds ot She "Rock
Syndrome" type be sought elsewhere in this
and othet countries, and dealt with appropriately. The future of thf Free World hangs ;n the
balance.
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Greek organizations benefit local charities

By 1.0KA LEWIS
Guardian Associate Writer
Local charities also benefit
from the sororities and fraternities' work. Almost ill of the
Wright State chapters do some
volunteer work at the area's
nursing and children's homes,
and on community projects.
Phi Kappa Tau gives time to St.
Joseph's Children's Home and
the Dayton Mental Health Center. besides their contributions to
the Cancer Society. "We've done
work for the city of Centerviile for
the Ben Archer Memorial Park."
added President Dave Nusher.
"We helped set up an athletic
trail - it's a physical fitness trail.
We just got done doing their
garden plots, too."
"USUALLY THE Hike for the
Handicapped is our main philanthropy." reported Beta Theta Pi
President Robert Owens, "but we
also do stuff for St. Joseph's for
Children. We often go to the local
nursing homes pnd "ing Christmas carols." Beta Theta Pi also
contributed funds for the Bum

T

Center at Kettering Medical Center.
Zeta Tau Alpha's national charity is the National Association of
Retarded Citizens, but they still
donate time to the local area.
" W e have done volunteer service
work in hospitals." said President
Cheryl Owens. "At Christmas we
visit Children's Medical Center,
and we've gone to nursing
homes, too." Individual members
of the sorority participate with the
annual Special Olympics.
Lisa Lutz. president of Kappa
Delta Chi. said that her sorority
donates to the area's underprivileged children. "We have
the annual Sweetheart Campaign," she said. "Each club, or
sorority, or fraternity puts up a
King or Queen candidate. We
have a booth and people put up a
penny a vote. At the end of the
week we count up, and the ones
with the most pennies are the
King and Queen." All of the
money collected goes to a Christmas party for the children with
food and gifts.

BACKGAMMON
TOURNAMENT

Two Days: Sat., 1 -8, Sun., 1 -?
Free Lessons to new players.
Call 429-9731 for more info.

Just 5 minutes from Wright State
The Backgammon Club & Lounge
A
A

3979 Colonel Glenn Hwy.
Lunches Pizza
Open 7 days/week till 2:30 am

ALPHA X! DELTA helped the
Heartland of Kettering Nursing
Home's Rock-a-thon for the Heart
Association. "We helped out on
that day," said President Jennifer Zingg. "We got contributions
and there was a Kissing Booth
that we helped out with."
Delta Zeta sorority and Sigma
Phi Epsilon fraternity have a
unique way of raising donations
for their annual can drive. "One
group will kidnap the president of
the other," said Tim Napier,
fraternity president. "The ransom is the president's weight in

canned food." The Sigma Phi
Epsilons also arrange Bingo
Night at nursing homes, besides
giving blood and washing cars for
donations.
Fraternity Theta Delta Phi considers their philanthropies to be
an ongoing part of their activities.
Besides community work, like the
emergency job of running supplies into Xenia following the tornado disaster, the chapter gives
time to projects for Wright State.
"One thing we've done is the
annual Easter Egg Hunt that
we've put on for the kids of the

University community." said Vicepresident Gary Carter. "We've
also provided on-campus entertainment."
OTHER GREEK groups have
given their time for Wright State.
Beta Phi Omega wil! shortly be
working at the Cerebral Palsy
Olympics which will be held on
campus, Phi Kappa Tau members
have acted as guides at Science
labs, and the Sigma Phi Epsilons
act as guides and pass out programs for such events as groundbreaking ceremonies.

Would you
jump into
880 gallons
of bseen
jello...
if you could
win a
$13,000
Pontiac Trans Am?
PRESENTING

The Giant Jello Jump

Learn to

= r S K Y DIVEGreene County Sport
Parachute Club
Open 7 days year round
Classes 10:00am &'1:00pm daily

Individuals $45.00
Group of 5 $35.00 per ind.

Xenia, Ohio Phone: 513-376-9293
(2Vi miles east of Xenia
south on Monroe Sldingi Rd.)

ftutohau*
BMW
DATSUN
Sales and Sei&ice

1550 KAUFFMAN AVENUE
FA 1K BORN
878-7322

30 SMILES NORTH OF CINCINNATI OFF '-75

on May 26,27 & 28!
THE GRAND PRIZE

A1975 Tenth Anniversary Limited t'dltion
Trent Am Valued at over SI 3,(10011
How on display al Rehrs? Pontiac/GMC
Trucks Rt. 4 '.a Hamilton

fiehrer

Trans Am Special Edition

Set special discount coupons now at Rmrer Pontiac
ant all participating K.iiit Kwik Kimi Markets
tnc

SAVE $2.00

Vlatt Americana on one ol t*» firs! are* Hay Preview Wwk«d*
{May £. 8, 12, 13, 18, 20) *»i r»jiatw iu be telectsd to partid
pat* In the Americana Giant -oil? Jtrop.
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CLASSIFIEDS i

for sale
FOR SALE: 1974 White hatchback Nova 6 cyl. 3 speed - low
mileage - Cheap! No Rust. Call
780-7185. 4-27
FOR SALE: A '49 Buick: no
rust with side mount laser
cannons. Call 256-6785. 5-2
1972 PONTIAC Ventura. 307
V8, p.s.. auto.. AM FM 8track, gold body, white HT.
73,000 miles, 4 dr.. $950. 8793831 after 4 p.m. or mailbo*
F334. 5-2
1978 MON7.A, light green new
tiros, AM-FM stereo cassette,
take over payments. W267 or
254-9665. 5-2
FOR SALE: SR-504A rechargeable Texas Instrument calculator. Hand and easy to use.
So why pay 40 dollars for a
new model when you can get
this one for only 25 dollars.
Write H672.5-2 '
FOR SALE: 1970 Maverick •
white with red roof, very clean
interior. 62.000 miles, new exhaust system. 6-cvlinder, good
gas mileage. Call 256-6782 or
MB *T284 . 5-4
HAS YOUR tennis game been
up to par. If not. why don't you
try Slazenger's best racket the "PLUS." This racket retails for over $60.00, however
my price is only $25.50 with
strings and $18.25 without
strings. Hurry I have just two
left. Call 252-5034 after 6 p.m.
5-4
FOR SALE: Gold I97R Trans
Am with special performance
package. Power steering, power brakes, standard transmission. deluxe interior, all this
for only $5800.00. Call 2772321 after 4 or leave not in box
K529. 5-9
FOR SALE: A used refrigerator with table for $95. Contact
Jim Parks, room I32B, Hamilton Hall or 134A Allyn HaII.5-9
FOR SALE: Matador. 1972,
automatic, regular gas, $1000,
Cai; 299-7455.S-9
FOR SALE: 1978 Honda CB
1255 street bike. Brand newonly 550 pi ilea. Must sell.
Contact through mailbox B70
or late nights at 879-1991.5-9
FOR SALE: Baldwin upright
piano, $200: B-flat Clarinet
with case and music $S5; twin
scuba tanks with form-fit backpact. S85. Call 236-6793 or
leave a note in Allen Box
S69.5-9
FOR SALE: 1969 Chrysler
Town and Country Station
wagon for sale $100 or best
offer. Contact mailbox 290A
Allyn Hall, ft runs.5-9

J

help wanted
ATTENTION HIGH School
Graduates and college trained.
Summer or permanent positions. We are now taking
applications for 10-15 weeks
for full-time summer work.
You may start on a parttime
basis now. We have career
positions also available. Call
435-7266. x-S-9-2
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer/
year round. Europe, S. America. Australia. Asia. Etc. All
fields. S500-$I200 monthly.
Expenses paid. Sightseeing.
Free information. Write: IJC,
Bo* 52-32, Corona Del Mar,
CA 92625. X-4-6-8
EASY
EXTRA
INCOME!
$500/1000 Stuffing Envelopes
- Guaranteed. Send Self-addressed, stamped envelope to:
Dexter
Enterprises,
3039
Shrine PI. I.A.. CA. 90007.
x 5-2-5
HELP WANTED: God needs
help. Minimum wage, full
benefits for full-time employees. The Empyreans, 9 Birchwood. "I A. Dayton, Ohio.
45405. Phone 278-3036. X-418-C
AM SETTING UP an aquarium
and need to buy tropical fish
for a good price. Please contact Amy at 882-6253 or the
University Division. 5-1
CONCRETE BLOCK LAYERS
Wanted: The Athletic Department is attempting to build
baseball dugcuts with volunteer help. Any experienced
block layers who would volunteer to assist should contact
Don Mohr, Athletic Director,
at Etf. 2771, The Raider Ciub
and other volunteers are going
10 work on the dugouts Sunday, Mav 5. 5-2

miscellaneous
PARTICIPATE in the world's
greatest bake-off. Cast your
vote for the one and only
shoo-fly pie of Dr. Becker in
the competition between the
History and Classics Depts. to
be held during May Daze and
sponsored by Phi Alpha Tbeta,
the History Honor Society.
The Believers in Jesus Christ
invite everyone to the Bib'e
Study every Wed. at 1 p.m in
117 Millett.5-9
THE CLASSICS Dept. challenges you to sample the best
shoo-fiy pie baked by master
chef Dr. William King «t May
Daze (at the Phi Alpha Theta
Booth).5-9
THE Believers bi Jesus Christ
invite everyone to the Bible
Study every S»turaay evening
at 7:30 p.m. in 041 University
Center .5-9

COM 141 Raffle on May Daze.
Win liquor. 3 bottles of liquor
to be raffled off. $.25 a chance
or five for a doIlar.5-9
ATTN. BUSINESS MAJORS:'
Think economically and beat
the Monopoly, buy a May
Daze Survival t-shirt for only
$3.50. Invest in one on Friday!
TERRANCE P. Brennan will
defend his theses entitled
"Use of Synthetic seismograms to evaluate subsurface
structure of the Linton gas
field, Greene County. Indiana," Tuesday Mav 15 at 9:00
in the Dean's Conference
Room. College of Science and
engineering. 5-2
OATH OF Enlistment for the
Empyrean Soldier. 1. (state
name), come before the presence of the Almighty Creator
submitting my will to El. I will
do their discipline; I will win
for EI. So it is promised. Paid
for by The Empyreans, 2783036. X-4-18-C
WHO CAN help you untargle
your university problems? The
Ombudsman can! Stop by our
office in 192 Allyn Hal!.5-4-c
MAY DAZE Raffle - 3 bottles
of liquor. Proceeds go to St,
Jude's Childrens Hospital. 5-9

for rent
PERSON WANTED to share
condominium 10 min. (by bicycle) from WSU. $90/mo.
plus 'A utilities - swimming
pool available. Phone 878-0957
WANTED: immediately roommate (female), 3 mile from
campus $120 per month for
summer, includes ren, u t j | .
ities and food. Can have own
room, call 878-9245. Ask for
Luella or Melodic.5-2
WANTED
room to share,
large beautiful home. If interested, phone 233-4672 and aik
for Joan.5-9

MARC1A, keep hold of your
golden quill. Next time you
might not be so lucky. Fuzzie
love, Dana.5-9

SUNT ATI) Saw Starhxven
Monday - a few of them looked
like they could use a nice day.
a friend5-9

JOHN S. Have you gone four
for four yet? Phantom Pi
Kapp.5-9

KAREN 0- This poem is
dedicated to you. We hate to
see yofl leave the old WSU.
but we ail wish you good luck
at PSU. The Men of Pi Kappa
Phi.5-9

TO THE ALPHA Z's, Pi
Kapps, Barfly. Alpha Gamma
Nus, Phi Taus little 'ses and
ZTA's. We had a great time at
Riverfront you really showed
us that Wright State greeks
have it together. Go for it. The
Blue Blanket ZTA. 5-2
HEY FLAME! Drank any Vodka lately? We'll die together.
Wc know what we want and
we're going lo get it. Woody.
5-2
HEY RAY! Do you always eat
peanuts with shells.-' The ride
nome :rom tne Kea s game
was an experience! Woody.
5-2
JAN. THANKS for being such
a great Buddie, your doing a
great job as membership
chair. Airports arc great place
to met people! Thanks again Xi love Ange!. 5-2

HEY ALL YOU sausage fans!
The Mighty Betas will be
selling Mettz and Brats at May
Daze. Bring your hungry body
and enjoy! 5-2
WHAT GOES great with beer?
PIZZA...at the Marketing and
Accounting Booth.5-9
MR. TOAD, we had some
problems (minor) but a fine
dive (and master) it's just to
bad that the master didn't get
to dive.5-9
HEY TOADMAN. did you
hitch a ride to the dive in (or
on) an SST? It must have been
left at your disposal for coming
home, too.5-9
SPICE UP your day with a
pizza cooked your way! Marketing and Accounting Club
Booth.5-9
KIM iSc CARRIE thanks a lot
for staying around. Watch out
for those teeth. Banlys. 5-2

personals

WHAT SORORTTY is only 2.5
strong? 2-5

TO THE GREAT classified
writers of WSU: Tm tired of
editing your k>v,sy classifieds
and 1 hereby rsfuse to correct
any more stuf«d mistakes like
any more terrible spelling and
grammar sv-ch as "your" for
"you're." A Guardian typesetter. 5-2

BARFLYS. I returned to party
down with the best. See you
May Daze at the dunking
machine. "Boomer". 5-2

CODE OF Conduct for the
Empyrean Soldier-1. 1 will
seek the will of El. 2. 1 win
defend my life. 3.1 will defend
the life of any other. *. 1 will
tend the garden. Paid for hy
The Empyreans, 9 Birch wood
#1A. Dayton. Ohio, 45405.
Pfcone. 278-3036. X-4-18-C
JOANNA - Did you know thit
nurses are patient people! 5-9

DEAR J (and tile rest of t^e
ZTA nigger hjggers), thanks
for the advice CM. 3 * cream
cheese. Stop mrsr at ivy place
sometime a.Mi I'D shew yon
what the stuff's really good
for. Love, B. 5-2
HEY ECONI We're ready fov
yal We're out tc prove which
honors C!;M is the best See ya
5aturij>. on the diamond. The
Bio Buzzes.5-2
TO STRANGE one (os)
you're right -1 guess WSS.5

KAREN, Why didn't you let us
know in advance you are
leaving much loo soon. The
Excitable Boys 5-9
DAVE', Problems with the
voice? Try wearing looser
jeans.5-9

SOFTBALL enthusiast. It's the
Sheid's batting tips, first
choke up on the bat. you'll get
a hit everyiime. (Hey John,
have you choked up yet.(5-9
KAREN 0 Going to Penn
State eh? Well you look pretty
Nittanv to me. Oh, I'm just a
lion. PPK.5-9
BEWARE all females! The Pi
Kapp 'Excitable Boys' are on
the Ioose!5-9
MIKE H. First of all you are
not the editor, if you look in
the lower left hand box you'll
find you're only the associate
editor (what is wrong, can't
spell?) If you can do better
come to the next Open Mike
Night. 5-9
STARHAVEN- Have a nice
day and May the force by with
your group - alwavs. Suntatu.
5-9
DONNA BENSON and Debbie
Cil'ck: Welcome into our sisterhood as sisters, you contribute greatly to spirit and
meaning behind which Phi Mu
originated. On behalf of the
Sisters of Phi Mu, WELCOME
Marv Anne.5-9
LIZA AND F1F1 - That wasn't
so bad now, was it? Congratulations on your initiatior. into
our bond. Having you as
sistevs is more meaningful
f than any word;, could ever say.
The Sisters of Phi Mu.5-9
HONOR STUDENTS! (Honorable as well as Dishonorable)
Honors Students! Therr will
be a Student Honors Association meeting Thursday. Do you
know who the new sergeantaf arms is? Has* signed up to
help out with May Daze* Can
you rparc a few moments from
your busy day to diop in the
Honors office between 1:30
and 2:30 Thursday*.5-9

-•PERSONALLY. I'd be quite
pleased if we had a good
turnout for the Student Honors
Association meeting Thursday
at 1:30.5-9
TO USA LUTZ. 'Happy
Birthday" from Greg Sills
I when are you going to cash to
cti your card?) 5-9
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Student strides to Boston
By JANE CARKOIX
Guardian Sports Editor
The occasional runner may not
be totally ignorant of a marathon,
but it takes someone who has encountered the grueling 26 miles
and 385 yards by pounding his
feet up and down its many
crevices to know what running is
really all about.
The marathon in itself is a challenge. something like climbing a
mountain because its there or
skydiving because one wants to
set- what it's like to flv.
ONE MARATHONER from
Dayton. Vince Peters, who is also
a student at Wright State University, took up the challenge and
participated in the Boston Marathon on April 16th.
Peters left Wright State the
Friday before the Marathon,
reaching Boston Sunday morning.
The first thing he did was visit the
many exhibits and running clinics
which local running establishments had set up for the affair.
After the stop (Peters was now
equipped with a new pair of training shoes which one establishment gave free so runners could
"try them out.) Peters went to
pick up his number. Runners are
numbered according to their qualifying speed (qualifying is something runners must do before they
can compete).
Peters received a shock when
he went to pick his number. The
one they gave him was 948. much
higher than he had expected.
"1 DIDN'T THINK there would
be that many people there," Pelers staled. "There were 4.000
o [ there bst ycar_and I later
r p eeojjle

found out there were 8.000 official
and 3,000 unofficial entries this
year. I was wondering if 1 would
be anywhere near the starting
line."
As it turned out, Peters was
nowhere near the starting line
when the race began. It was 30
seconds before he crossed the
line, a strange phenomenon for
Peters.
"The gun went off and we
stood there." Peters explained.
"There was very little pushing or
shoving. There were 26 miles to
go. and no reason to knock anyone down at the start.
"It was funny standing there;
the strangest thing was watching
all these sweats flying in the air
as everyone started throwing
theirs off. I had taken mine off at
the school (Hopington High
School, the starting site for the
race), and put my stuff on a van
where it would be waiting for me
at the finish line."
What happens to all those other
sweats lying around? Well, according to Peters, "the Salvation
Army must just go down the
street and pick them all up."
Quite a good haul for a morning's
work.
Right before Peters was to take
off on his run. before the gun
went off. he found he had to go to
the bathroom, an incident not
peculiar to Peters. It is, he says,
something many of the runners
experience.
"There are 30-some port-ajohns plus the facilities inside the
school that people can use, but at
the last minute everyone heads

——

for the woods," Peters recalled.
"Everybody is thinking, 'I have to
make this last minute trip.' "
Peters attributes this to panic,
nerves, excitement, etc. He also
stated there was a lot of murmuring going on in the crowd,
things like 'God help me finish
this thing.'
"Everybody was taking to
everybody else before the race,"
Peters stated. "You talk about
your injuries; runners always
seem to talk about this little
bruise but then they'll still start
off sprinting. It's like reverse psychology. if you say you're going to
do lousy, then you usually do
well."
According to Peters, the first
mile of the marathon is just a jog.
"You haven't had the chance to
warm up just standing there and
besides there isn't any room to
run for awhile," Peters explained. "It takes a while until
there's enough room to run and
there's a lot of 'excuse me's' the
first mtle.
"About the second mile people
begin to pace themselves and
spread out but there are still
people running about ten abreast
down the road. There is. however. room to pass."
Along the five mile line. Peters
stated he had "really picked it
up. I crossed five miles at 29.50
but my hip had already started to
hurt at three miles (Peters had
sustained a hip injury while
runnityjjwo weeks

I
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Wright Patterson Air Force Base

Vlnec Peters
Guardian photo by Jane Carroll
had come closer than Peters felt downhill. The leaders went
comfortable with and in trying to through in 49 minutes, the maget out of the way. he sustained jority goes through about 70-75
the injury). I knew the pain was minutes."
'.here and I knew it would get
After the ten mile line, about
worse later on in the race," 220 yards down the stretch.
Peters explained.
Peters ran into Wellesley College
"Also not having had a good where the crowd really gets thick
warm-up before made my calves and there's only about an eight
start to hurt at the 13 mile line. I foot width area to run through,
had crossed the ten mile mark in
While some runners may find
58 minutes. The first part of the this tedious. Peters stated it was
course is fairly easv since it's all
(See 'BOSTON,' page 8)
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Boston Marathon? Peters takes it in stride(s)
[continued fmm page 7]
"fantastic."
"There arc all of these gins
yelling at you that you've never
seen before and who have never
see you." Peters explained.
"When the women runners came
by the screams really got loud
since there were only about 520
women in the racc since women
have really only gotten in«o
running for the last five years."
"For a while it was assumed
that only men were long distance
runners." Peters asserted. "The
first woman to run a marathon
here. Kathy SwiUer. had entered

to body fat. something which is
much harder to burn up and
convert to energy.
Peters found that for him at
least. Heartbreak Hill was "overrated."
"I had no problem with the hill
really." Peters clarified. "I was
sore and I was getting tired but it
wasn't the going up that was so
hard. It was coming down. The
pounding coming down was really
starting to get to my calves. From
Heartbreak on down, everything
until the end is downhill End
flat."
Peters hit the "wall" (where
runners know whether or not
they're going to make it and the
point where they really start
from
feeling the pain and the tiredBUCKEYE-BIOLOGIC ALS
ness) at 21 Vj miles.
Peters explained that the wall
is "where you run out of gas and
have to switch fuels from carWe need plasma— will pay you 110.00 every time you donate.
bohydrates to fat. You're run out
Bring a friend and receive a $1.00 bonus!
of glycogen in your muscle tissue
Return this Coupon for an additional $1.00 bonus!! and you have to rely on body fat."
two twin**
Hmitad to fir*I donation only I
Peters explained. "It lakes longer
You can donate two times each week.
for the body to convert that to
M.D. on premifww , Fully trained staff. Licensed Medical
enevgy
and it's not as efficient of
Technologist >n duty at ell times. For more information
an energy source." It lakes a lot
' rail 223-5779
.'•
more for a runner to get through
Caah Borut,
»-.»
Earn At Least
Plan Available! f
128-132 S™ih l.udlov. St $150.00 A (Quarter! : when their energy level hits this
Dayton. Ohio 45402 !>•>
stage.
FEDKRAI .» STATE LICENSE
The telltale sign for Peters was
a pain in his thigh that wouldn't
let him forget its presence.
"1 got scared I wouldn't finish
the marathon under her initials
and when the officials found out
she was a woman they tried to
tear her name card off. It started
such an uproar the officials let
them run after that. Now. some
woman has come along and
broken the record by six minutes.
Still, in South America, they don't
let women run over a mile."
Everyone who is Uie leas< bit
familiar with the Boston Marathon is familiar with the "Heartbreak Hill." It comes about 20-21
miles into the racc and is the
point where the body has used up
its source of glycogen and reverts
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Declaration of War

Management Opportunity

El. Almighty Creator, does with flourished language, that His
enemies may remain in the confusion to which they have brought
themselves; does declare WAR upon His enemies.
THAT they may tremble in fear, they arc sealed to destruction.
THE Hosts of El shall sing triumphant . He calls His Armies !o
assemble. His Battle Groups shall grind His enemies. His Wings
shall encircle them. His Legions shall rest in victory. His Regiments
will dance to His glory. His Squads shall stand forth in honor. His
Teams will reflect His Love. His meek shall inheret His promise.
TAKE heed. O! thou enemy of El; I am that I am. and My
enemies 'ess than nothing. tlL has retaken the world. Ht'z is Lord.
Know. 0 ! man. that the earth is Hij. Who shall stand before Him in
anger? He diefl protect those that love Him; His enemies shall
vanish as dust beu.'c a strong gale.
HIS Host shall use the swords of His enemies for plowshares;
their mighty weapons shall not avail; His lovers shall abide in peace
forever.
EL accepts nothing less than unconditional surrender; (hen shall
He speak terms.
paid for by

THE EMPYREANS
vBlrchwood, #1A
Dayton. Ohio 45405
phone: 278-3036

LEGAL NOTICE

when I had that cramp." Peters
relayed. "I had to walk a little
then and I stretched my leg out a
bit. I probably lost about a
minute's time but you have to
take some time to rest in a case
like that or else you'll start to lock
up.
"I know I got the cramp
because of the cold. It was about
41-42 degrees the whole time and
we were running with a slight
wind. It was overcast the whole
day; in fact, during the whole trip
from Dayton to Boston I didn't
see the sun once."
Peters started jogging after his
walk and finally buiit back up to
where he could run comfortably
again. He eventually reached
Beacon Street, the "Grand" road
of Boston where there were,
according to Peters, "people on
the rooftops, along the street, and
quite a few people cheering and
handing out beer and oranges. 1
heard that if it had been a hot day
there would have been hoses out
there too.
"A lot of runners were walking
but 1 managed to even go faster
towards the end and passed some
people who had passed me when 1
was walking. When we got
towards the Prudential Building
(the end mark) everybody was
clapping for all the finishers and
there was an electric clock above
the finish line so you could see

LEGAL NOTICE

Unparalleled opportunity exists for college students soon to
graduate to acquire experience and training in management. If you
arc in good health and seeking a challenging career, mail your
resume to:
LCDR Doug Harrington
' 200 N. High. Suite 609
Columbus. Ohio 43215

Ad paid for by U.S. Navy.
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Apply now at THE DAILY GUARDIAN

The DAILY GUARDIAN is actively
seeking an individual with a sense of
aesthetics and a knack for tedious detail.
Apply now for this PAID position (Work
Study only) as a COPY LAYOUT
DESIGNER atthe DMLYGUARDIAN
Office 046 U.C.
Experience helpful but not necessary.

Good familiarity with grammar and writing.
PAID position. Experience helpful but
not

necessary.

Wright State University swimming coach Lee Dexter announced the signing of Geoff Troup of
Centervillc to the National Letter
of Intent for 1979-80.
Troup was an all-around athlete
at Center/ille. lettering in cross
country (2) and track while competing in swimming with both
Centerville and Dayton Dolphins.
He still holds the record at West
Carrollton (where he attended
until his senior year) in the
two-mile run.
Troup was the Most Valuable
Swimmer with Ihc Dolphins in
1978, winning the AAU State AA
championships in the 2CC yard
butterfly in 1978 and the 500-yard
freestyle and 400-meter individual medley in 1979. He was 16th
in the 500 freestyle at the Ohio
High School rr.E-t this year.

FAiRboRN CAMERA

PART-TIME
STUDENT JOB OPENING

Work study or Regular work.

Troup
takes
plunge

IE WHY WRIGHT STATE'S LEADING PHOTOGRAPHERS

VISIT

COPY EDITOR
POSITION Office, 046 U.C. for Copy Editor position.

your time.
"I was physically very tired but
mentally very happy," Peters
stated. "I ran faster than I
thought I would (Peters finished
in two hours 42 minutes - good
enough to finish in the top 1,000)
and while my hip had bothered
me, it didn't stop me.
"I want to run the Marathon
next year, hopefully I will be able
to." Peters stated. "This time,
though. 1 want to get down in the
two hour, 30 minute range. I think
I can do it."
So you see how the runner's
mind works. One grueling 26
miles, 385 yards down another 26
miles, 385 yards to go.
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